


The Show
O dia que a Morte sambou (Th e day Death danced samba) is a theatrical adaptation of the 

book by its authors, Habib Zahra and Valeria Rey Soto. 

Aimed at family audiences, the play combines the age-old technique of shadow puppetry 
with the magic of Northeast Brazilian folk. It is  accompanied by a live music performance 
by Valeria and the couple’s 9 year-old son, Miguel, who together execute a vast repertoire 
of traditional rhythms from Pernambuco, while the multicolored shadows – manipulated by 
Habib – talk, play and dance not only on the screen, but eventually also on the walls, fl oor and 
ceiling of the theatre.

Staged for the fi rst time in 2016 with a grant from the Fundo Pernambucano de Incentivo 
à Cultura – FUNCULTURA, O dia que a Morte sambou has already been presented in three 
continents, and has been featured in major puppetry and literature festivals across Brazil and 
around the world. In 2020, the show won the Conecta Arte award for theatre (Brazil).around the world. In 2020, the show won the Conecta Arte award for theatre (Brazil).



Synopsis
Mr. Biu is an elderly “brincante” (traditional folk performer) who does not let his age affect 

his joie de vivre. Despite living alone and being the target of much criticism and envy, he’s 
always smiling and prancing around, overflowing with happiness. 

One day, Death decides to come get him. But when she arrives at the old man’s house, 
she is received in a totally unexpected way: for the first time in her life, she feels welcome! She 
spends the whole night dancing in his arms, and, at dawn, the couple leaves Mr. Biu’s home to 
go bop and jig around the universe.

Inspired by the authors’ extensive travelling throughout the Zona da Mata cane-growing 
region of Pernambuco and the amazing elderly folk dancers and musicians they have met, 
the play seeks to deconstruct the contemporary negative conceptions of old age and death, 
and share some of the wisdom the artists encountered in traditional Northeast Brasilian rural 
culture. More than anything, the play is a celebration of life, and death, as an essential and 
inseparable part of it.



“O dia que a Morte 
sambou speaks of death 
without saddening it, 
without fatalizing it, with 
music and dancing. [...] A 
construction as interesting 
and intelligent as it is 
nurturing.”

 Tatiana Notaro, 
 Folha de Pernambuco

“The possibility of dealing in 
surprising ways with the condition 
of finitude. [...] Despite being 
part of a universe that we know as  
children’s and youth, [Habib and 
Valeria] reach all ages due to the 
relevance of their themes and the 
unpretentious mastery of a narrative 
marked by humor and generosity.”

 Prof. Valquíria Prates (UNESP), 
Entre ser um ser muitos



Credits
Author and Actor-Puppeteer Habib Zahra

Musicians Valeria Rey Soto and Miguel 
Ibrahim Zahra Rey

Direction, Dramaturgy, Puppet and 
Scenery Creation Valeria Rey Soto and 
Habib Zahra

Data Sheet
Duration 40 minutes

Language Portuguese with some parts in 
english and spanish

Age 4 years +

Technique Shadow puppets

Maximum Recommended Capacity 500 
spectators (family audience, with sound 
amplification)

Technical Rider and Stage Plan Please 
contact us

technical rider



About the Group
Born in Egypt, Habib Zahra is a writer, shadow puppeteer and theater director. 

Born in Spain, Valeria Rey Soto is an artist, illustrator and musician. 

Currently based in Olinda, Pernambuco, Brazil, Habib and Valeria have been working 
together since 2010, developing children’s and youth theater and literature. They published 
their first book, O Burro Errante (The Wandering Donkey), in 2012, which in the same year 
won a theatrical adaptation directed by Habib. In 2014, they released their second book, O 
último golpe do Lobo Mau (The Big Bad Wolf´s last strike), which they also brought to the stage, 
with the participation of several artists from Pernambuco. O dia que a Morte sambou, their last 
book, was staged using shadow puppets and live music. 

Recently, the pair have become a family troupe, with the participation of their son, Miguel.



Addicional Activities
Depending on the time available, the 

presentation may be accompanied by a book 
signing of  O dia que a Morte sambou  (Fair of 
Bologna Selection 2017 – FNLIJ) and a Q&A 
with the writer and illustrator of the work, at no 
additional cost.

We also offer a 3-hour shadow puppet 
construction workshop for adults and children 
from 7 years old (contact us for more information).
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